
One of the
most unique
e x e c u t i v e

teams in the archery
industry is introduc-
ing a new foam target
that combines ele-
ments of block and 3-
D targets for 2010.
The RhinoBlock has
target zones on four
flat faces, a realisti-
cally-colored and
contoured deer chest
on the fifth, and
sculpted vital organs
on the sixth.

The target is the
brainchild of founder
and owner John
Rinehart, who came
out of retirement to head up the effort
to design the ultimate backyard target
for bowhunters. Day to-day-operation
of the company is controlled by his
son-in-law James McGovern and
daughter Barbara, in their mid-twen-
ties. The trio have built   Rinehart
Targets in Janesville, Wisconsin into a
major supplier of both backyard tar-
gets and life-like 3-D targets favored
by clubs and avid competitors. 

Dealers know Rinehart best as the
producer of the 18-1, an innovative
18-sided backyard target that’s so
durable it comes with a hassle-free
replacement warranty if a customer
can shoot it out in less than a year. The
guarantee covers using field points as
well as fixed and expandable broad-
heads.

The Rinehart Targets facility at
1809 Beloit Avenue is just about a mile
away from where it was located until
the fall of 2008, but the move brought
the company about a century forward
in terms of the physical plant. The for-
mer location, which I also saw on this
late summer trip, was built in 1902

and had the brick and concrete walls
and huge, heat-leaking windows that
were typical of the time. The produc-
tion floor ceilings were just about 11
feet high and there were many interi-
or walls supporting the roof and
breaking up the work flow. 

If the production area was diffi-
cult the office area was a disaster.
Barbara’s office had been set up in a
hallway, so it was taller than it was
wide. The office manager and sales
manager were even more cramped,
working in what had been a closet.
James had the one office with a win-
dow, so in the summer he ran a win-
dow air conditioner and used fans to
move the air to his co-workers. In the
winter, space heaters battled the
drafts and the cold seeping from the
concrete slab.  

James and Barbara were con-
vinced that Rinehart Targets needed a
better facility to stay competitive with
existing products and to be able to
successfully introduce new lines. Her
father, John Rinehart, thought they
should spend the money to upgrade

the existing structure. But since he’d
handed them the reigns of the busi-
ness a few years before, their plans
won out. In late 2007 the company
bought a 16,000 square foot free-span
commercial building that already had
five drive-in overhead doors. James
took the lead in designing the changes
that would be needed, including a
compact shipping dock where lift
trucks could load and unload twin
tractor trailers. The high roof accom-
modates a second floor above the
office, entry and bathrooms. The
building now holds twin executive
offices, glass-walled and facing each
other across a conference room where
we met to do the interview.

For the production area, James
worked with an industrial architect to
design an efficient work flow. The pro-
duction floor would have gleaming
metal bays where staff would clean,
prep, paint and unmold targets. Off to
another side would be large, counter-
height work tables where flashing
could be trimmed by hand. Nearby
would be racks that separate and hold

Foam Target Line Expands
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James and Barbara McGovern outside the modern industrial building that is home to Rinehart targets. The
Janesville, Wisconsin firm molds long-lasting practice and 3-D targets from a proprietary foam that is
durable and allows easy arrow removal.
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components like the painting tem-
plates, keeping them organized and
easily identifiable. Other racks could
hold finished components like
replacement kill zones or antlers. Off
in a corner would be a small machine
shop area, where frames for the larger
targets could be cut, bent and welded.
So that there would be no fiberglass
vapors or dust in the new plant, the
McGoverns decided to keep the mold

fabrication facility at the former site.

Company Roots
Like the McKenzie brand from

Delta Sports Products, the Rinehart
target brand has its basis in the taxi-
dermy business, which has long
depended on sculptured foam forms
to stretch the tanned hides over. John
Rinehart was working as a janitor at
Parker Pen company in Janesville

when he decided to learn the craft of
taxidermy by spending two weeks as
an apprentice. After gaining recogni-
tion for his skills as a taxidermist, John
opened a school to train taxidermists,
enrolling up to 39 in a single class.
(He’s now trained over 2,500 taxider-
mists, and recently came out of retire-
ment to reopen a taxidermy school
with the aid of his son, Brad.)

John Rinehart approached taxi-
dermy as a business, not as an art, and
one of the things that was slowing him
and his graduates down was the need
to hand-set the glass eyes in the
mounts. He developed his own line of
taxidermy forms and patented an
“Eyes Right” model that had the eyes
already set into the foam. The
Rinehart taxidermy supply business
made its own glass eyes, repackaged
the chemicals needed for preserving
hides and skulls, and sold the fleshing
tools and other accessories taxider-
mists needed. The company used a
lightweight foam to mold the taxi-
dermy forms. Some of those forms
weren’t designed to be covered with a
cape: The company sold dinosaur
mounts that could be painted by taxi-
dermist and used as decorations in

with Aid of Newer Facility
By Tim Dehn

Giant novelty targets like this life-size giraffe are sculpted
by Rinehart Targets for its popular R-100 tour events.

PHOTO LOWER LEFT: The retail line of Rinehart targets designed for
sale through dealers is being expanded for 2010 with the addition of
this unique RhinoBlock, which combines elements of both 3-D targets
and block targets. Below, Tyler uses a stencil to ready the paint inside
an 18-1 mold. Each of the 18-1 targets also gets a serial number as part
of the one-year warranty against being shot out.
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dens or children’s rooms.
One of John Rinehart’s original

reasons for opening a taxidermy
school was he believed it would be an
improvement over the current prac-
tice of training through apprentice-
ships. He got into the taxidermy sup-
ply business because he wanted to be
able to use more realistic forms that
required less preparation time. He’s
one of the creative people who often
end up starting a business because
they’re convinced they can improve

on what the market already offers.
John Rinehart might have con-

fined his creative energies to taxi-
dermy, except for a bad experience he
had with early 3D targets. Rinehart
was scheduled to go on a big game
hunt with some taxidermy clients,
and had bought animal targets to
practice on. He didn’t like seeing his
arrows bury so deeply he risked bend-
ing them to get them out. The targets
came in jointed sections and the fit
was less than ideal. The family busi-

ness already knew how to mold taxi-
dermy foam, so it wasn’t that much of
a stretch to mold foam targets.

Rinehart 3-D targets were intro-
duced to the market in 1999, not with
a deer or bear, but with the velocirap-
tor dinosaur that became part of the
company’s logo. “Dad wanted to
introduce a target that would be
memorable,” Barbara recalled, “He
had this fantastic foam and he didn’t
want to just do another deer.” It didn’t
hurt that the smash hit movie, Jurassic
Park, already had a lot of people
thinking about “raptors”.

Winning Over Clubs
Of course deer, bear, elk and oth-

ers soon followed, enough targets that
local clubs and national sanctioning

Todd (left photo) paused a moment so we could photograph the just -
unmolded Bowhunter Buck. In 7 to 8 minutes, he’ll have the mold ready to pro-
duce another. Above, Stephanie is trimming flash from a still-warm 18-1 while
Adam does the same with a deer. Kevlar gloves help protect them from the
knives they use.
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Alissa transports an armload of Bowhunter Buck horns, which are formed out of a
harder foam than the bodies and inserts. Those inserts still come three ways, with IBO
scoring, ASA scoring or in a Universal style that will work for tournaments sanctioned
by either organization. While Rinehart is no longer  an official sponsor of either nation-
al tournament series, its targets are used by many IBO and ASA affiliated clubs. The
club members like how the one piece targets made in Wisconsin, like this life-size elk at
right, look, perform and last.
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bodies began to set up courses with
the Rinehart models. Catering to the
clubs was important, James told me,
because Rinehart targets were priced
significantly higher and demanding
club use could demonstrate that
they were worth the price. The entire
target body, along with the replace-
able kill zone, is made of the same
high density foam. Since the targets
are not jointed, they can’t start with
or develop a sway-backed appear-
ance. The targets remain strong and
useable for years, something impor-
tant to clubs that may leave their
courses up between shoots. “We’ve
had target bodies out there for seven
or eight years that are still going
strong,” James told me.

James has plenty of first-hand
experience with clubs, since he and
wife Barbara came to work for
Rinehart Targets initially to operate
the R-100 tournament series, which
John Rinehart had established to put
his durable targets in front of more
potential customers.

John Rinehart had a custom-
designed semi-tractor trailer built to
carry the targets, which included
more than 5 dozen stock models plus
many novelty targets such as a life-
size giraffe. The large targets had
bodies crafted from lightweight poly-
styrene foam, but the kill zones were
the same easy-pulling foam as you’d
find in the company’s raccoon or
polar bear. For a few years one of the
main draws was the fantastic Alien
Queen figure from the movie Aliens.
Alas, the authentic Hollywood prop
the company purchased wasn’t
durable enough and the queen had to
be retired. These days one of the big
draws is a massive bull elephant.

“The R-100 was meant to be an

alternative to competitive shoots, as a
family fun shoot,” James said in
explaining the event and the reason
for so many one-of-a-kind targets.

Attending an event like that can add
great memories to a family vacation,

Cover story continues on page 18.

Rinehart Targets operates the unique R-
100 tour events, transporting the targets
in this custom semi-tractor trailer.

MEET
OUR

FAMILY

See you at the ATA show.
January 13th -15th, 2010       

Booth # 834 

WITH SUPERIOR OPTICS
HIGH PERFORMANCE MODELS 

www.kowa-usa.com

Go to 
www.getkowagreen.com

for more information.

TSN-880/770 Series

GENESIS 44 Series

GENESIS 33 Series
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Shift your bow’s performance into high gear with the 2009 TripWire by Octane. This new
arrow rest stays in the up position longer, giving your arrow 12” of support, then drops within
three thousandths of a second for complete fletching clearance. The bow can be drawn and
let down while the rest’s launcher stays up. The TripWire is not rigidly coupled to the power
cable, ensuring that the draw cycle and let-off of the bow will not be affected.

Octane accessories are compatible with most bow brands. To learn more, jet to your local
archery retailer or connect online at www.fuelthehunt.com/dealers.

Octane is a proud sponsor of D3 Outdoors funny car.
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without adding a lot of expense. Most
people shoot the 100 targets over two
days, paying a total of $45 of which
Rinehart pays 25 percent back to the
local club. The clubs provide the man-
power to help set the targets and have
to provide the liability insurance for
the event. While scorecards are avail-
able, no trophies are awarded and
people are encouraged to shoot as
families.  

“We’ve had lots of first-time 3-D
shooters do the R-100,” James told
me. “It’s a great first time experience of
shooting a course because there is no
pressure, no ingrained competition.
We don’t set a difficult range. While it’s
meant to be a moneymaker for the
company it is also a good place to be
exposed to all our targets.”

Targeting The Dealer
Targets built at the Janesville plant

are divided into two series.
Competition targets range in size
from a skunk that went to clubs for

$140 in 2009 to an 8-foot high moose
that cost them $1,715 before they
added shipping. Dealers who were
part of a buying group paid  $125 and

$1,526 for those two models.
Suggested retail price is $175 and
$2,143, providing a tidy profit for
those dealers who keep a Rinehart

Large targets like the caribou and moose
Barbara McGovern is standing by require
steel frames to support the large mass.
Unlike other brands, the entire body is made
of the same rubbery foam as the insert she’s
holding. At left, Tad is welding a curved cari-
bou frame.
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Continued from page 15.

GET AHEAD OF THE GAME
Introducing, new for 2010, the Apple Eliminator Pro-Line Press 
and the Apple Crossbow Cradle, two of the latest tools no 
pro shop should go without.

#2001 Apple Eliminator
Pro-Line Press
1  Full service bow press for every 
    bow design available including crossbows

2 Rapid, easy and versatile setup 

3 Utilizes limb tip and limb post compression

4 Superior functionality at a competitive price

#0999 Apple Crossbow Cradle
1  Adaptable for all crossbows with a solid foot
    stirrup to allow hands-free maintenance

2 Facilitates all maintenance and shooting 
while in cradle

3 Provides clearance for bow-mounted quiver, 
string, cables and scope

4 Assists in sighting in the crossbow

5  Can be used as a display cradle

Synchronous 
arm movement

Adjustable 
stirrup rest and 
stock yoke 

For this and other quality service and repair tools, call www.applearchery.com800.745.8190

See us at 
The ATA Show 
January 13-15  

Booth #949 
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The ferrule is precision machined from a solid piece of steel 
rather than aluminum or being molded from powder metal. 
Resulting in a more durable and accurate flying broadhead. 

First ever Spring Retention System (SRS) secures the blades in 
the ferrule even when not on an arrow. The blades are also held 
in place by our two-position locking design located in the tip.

Aggressive tip design creates an un-sealable hole which causes 
massive hemorrhaging and quicker recoveries. Fierce looks, 
excellent flight, American Made, it’s the toughest replaceable 
blade broadhead you will ever shoot.   

www.trufire.comCheck out our complete line of products, 
 including our NEW Releases at

Introducing the

T1 Fixed Blade Broadhead

 1 1/8” Cutting Diameter

 .032 Thick 440 Stainless Steel Blades

 Available in 100 & 125 Grain

 Replaceable Blades, Free extra set  
included in every pack!

ATA BOOTH 

1741

t fi
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catalog handy and special order the
targets as needed. 

Larger margins are available in
the Retail Products line from Rinehart,
which got its start with the 18-1 prac-
tice target. Here’s a bit of history on
that model. Most full-size 3-D targets
are sold to clubs or direct to individual
competitors by Rinehart and its com-
petitors. There are too many styles,
and they’re too bulky and too expen-
sive to generate many sales through
retailers. So John Rinehart set out to
design a compact practice target that
could be sold through stores, one that
would work for broadheads as well as
for field points. As with the 3-D tar-
gets, he didn’t start with a price point
in mind. He set out to design the best
target he could make, regardless of
price. In 2003 he introduced what’s
known today as the 18-1, an 18-
faceted target that guaranteed not to
be shot out in less than a year, even
with broadheads.

“The 18-1 out-shoots anything
else on the market,” James told me
this fall. “Because it does have 18
sides, it’s very realistic to be able to
shoot it thousands of times with
broadheads.” 

By 2009, the company was mak-
ing that long-lasting target, a compact
round RFT target, a colorful NASP tar-
get and three different 3-D animals for
sale through retailers. The Tom
Turkey, Broadhead Buck and

Bowhunter Buck are smaller than the
counterparts in the Competition
Series, meaning they use less of the
premium foam and are easier to ship.
The company has multiple molds for
each style and has developed ways to
speed their production, keeping the
cost down so there is room to pay
sales commissions to reps and room
for distributor pricing. Wholesale cost
on the Rinehart Tom Turkey, realistic
enough to double as a decoy, was
$83.99 this past year and MSRP was
$129.

The Rinehart Broadhead Buck,
which has vitals on one side of the
replaceable insert, wholesaled for
$129.49 and carried a MSRP of
$199.00. Priced the same was
the rear-ward facing
Bowhunter Buck, whose
insert carried vitals outlined
for shooting broadside,
quartering from the rear, or
above from a treestand.

The 9-inch round
Rinehart Field Target (RFT) is
weighted with sand on its flat
base, so customers can toss it
out and shoot it where it
comes to rest, for a modern
version of stump-shooting.
It’s small enough that
bowhunters may want to use
it for last minute practice
from their treestands, and
makes a handy discharge

target for crossbows. It wholesales for
$20.99 and carries a suggested retail
price of $34.99.

The colorful 32 inch NASP target
has a 32 inch (80 cm) FITA style face
and is all foam so there’s no chance of
scratching gym floors. Designed for
bows up to 30 pounds in draw weight,
it wholesales for $215 and has a MSRP
of $329.99.

The foundation of the dealer pro-
gram has been the long-lasting
Rinehart 18-1 target, which resembles
a cube whose corners have been flat-
tened, forming 12 additional planes
beyond the normal six. Because it can
be shot on any of those 18 sides, and
because it is made with the company’s

Shipping Manager Sandra works with customers to
determine the best way to get the bulky targets to
them. These days most choose to get them by truck, so
they come packed in these pallet-supported boxes
known as gaylords. Large targets can also be cut to fit
into cartons for delivery by UPS, in which case gloves,
adhesive and instructions go into the package for
assembly. That’s what’s happening in the photo above,
where she is assisted by Jeff.

20
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www.trufire.comCheck out our complete line of products, 
 including our NEW Broadheads at
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“self-healing foam” James McGovern
says it will outlast any other foam tar-
get on the market. It’s been priced at
$69.99 to dealers, and carries a sug-
gested retail price of $109.99. Rinehart
Targets has a Minimum Advertised
Price (MAP) in place throughout the
retail line to help protect dealer mar-
gins: On this model the MAP is $99.99.

Building On The 18-1
There are many other foam tar-

gets on the market, but only Rinehart
has been willing to offer free replace-
ments if a customer can wear one out
in a year. When you consider that war-
ranty covers broadhead use, including
expandables, it’s a pretty strong selling
point. Still, John Rinehart’s nature is
not to be satisfied if there’s a practical
way to build a better product. While
largely absent from the business since
turning it over to a younger genera-
tion a few years ago, he came back in
this past year to head up the
RhinoBlock development project.

The shape of the 18-1 is key to its
longevity, but it also has the effect of
making the target look smaller than it
is and of making it more difficult to
pin paper faces to it. Some archers
also worry that a multi-faceted target
like the 18-1 could roll when hit,
something that’s unlikely if you’ve got
it setting at all level. Still, developing a
new target was a chance to overcome
those objections.

Early on, it was decided the
RhinoBlock would have six faces so it
could present larger flat surfaces to
the shooter. To give the new target the
kind of durability that 18-1 owners
were used to, it had to incorporate a
replaceable core. Like the vitals in the
company’s 3-D targets, the core
behind the central shooting spot on
two sides is held in place by pvc pipes,
which hold firmly, won’t damage
arrows and are easily replaced if need-
ed.

Multiple shooting spots are used
on two other faces: Since the entire
body of the target is formed of the
same self-healing foam this lets good
archers spread their shots out so they
don’t damage arrows. 

On the ends of the new
RhinoBlock the company created two
sculpted faces. One 13 inch high by 16

inch wide face has the deer vital zones
outlined, similar to the company’s
competition deer targets. The other
has the vital organs showing, similar
to what you see this year on the
Rinehart Bowhunter Buck.

The market for backyard targets is
huge, James told me, and more sizes
of the RhinoBlock are on the drawing
board. You’ll be able to see the first
version at the 2010 ATA Show, where
Rinehart Targets will continue its suc-
cessful Winning Key promotion. The
ATA Goodie Bags being distributed to
area hotel rooms will contain a pad-
lock key—25 of the approximately
3,000 keys being distributed will
unlock different prizes at the Rinehart

booth. This year you’ll be able to win
one of 24 RhinoBlock targets or a
Rinehart Standing Elk whose retail
cost is more than $1,300. If you’re not
attending the ATA Show this year or
want to get your orders in early, you
can reach Rinehart Targets by phone
at (608) 757-8153.
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Brittany has been
working as the office
administrator for
Rinehart and her voice
is the one you typically
hear first when you call.
The McGoverns said she
has proven very capable
and has recently moved
into the position of
assistant sales manag-
er. She or James
McGovern will be happy
to explain how dealers
can save money and get
free shipping when they
order certain case quan-
tities of single or mixed
target styles.

Rinehart’s competition
line sold primarily to
clubs includes this Alert
Turkey (in rear). The
smaller Tom Turkey
(front) uses less foam, has
slightly less detail in the
painting and is part of
the retail line sold
through dealers. The Tom
Turkey carries a suggest-
ed retail price of $129.99,
with MSRP for the inserts
at $39.99. By comparison,
the Alert Turkey’s retail
price is $224 and the sug-
gested retail price for the
insert alone is $75.

This African lion standing guard outside
the McGovern’s second story office hasn’t
been put into target production yet.
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